The Department of Economics, National University of Singapore is located at

**Block AS2, #06-02**
1 Arts Link, Singapore 117568
http://map.nus.edu.sg/#page=map&long=103.7710991&lat=1.295333899
You may wish to alight at **NUS Block AS8** *(10 Kent Ridge Crescent, Singapore 119260; next to the Central Library).*
Take the **lift** at Block **AS8** to **level 4**,
At level 4, **turn Left** and keep **Left**. After the ramp, **turn Right**, walking towards **AS1**, following the **yellow** ceiling,
Walk down the staircase,
Keep Right (you will see lockers on the right side) and turn Right, to AS2 level 6, NUS Department of Economics.

Please ask the people around if you find yourself lost 😊